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Overgrown pine flatwoodsOvergrown pine flatwoods



Overgrowth causes unacceptable Overgrowth causes unacceptable 
consequencesconsequences



Three layers of forest structureThree layers of forest structure

Overstory pines

Midstory cabbage palms

Understory shrubs- palmettos



Shrub control machineryShrub control machinery



Opens dense understory continuity Opens dense understory continuity 
and decreases shrub heightand decreases shrub height



Prescribe burn on a 1 Prescribe burn on a 1 -- 3 year 3 year 
rotationrotation



Shredded 5 years ago but not Shredded 5 years ago but not 
burnedburned



Thatch buildThatch build--up must be burned up must be burned 
while moistwhile moist



Growth of Lygodium sometimes Growth of Lygodium sometimes 
followed shreddingfollowed shredding



Integrate mechanical work, Integrate mechanical work, 
burning, and exotic treatmentsburning, and exotic treatments



Document areas treatedDocument areas treated



Thin canopy by selective harvestThin canopy by selective harvest



Remove overgrown cabbage palm Remove overgrown cabbage palm 
midstorymidstory



Return of extirpated speciesReturn of extirpated species



Using mechanical treatments to Using mechanical treatments to 
open up overgrown habitatopen up overgrown habitat

Rollerchopping is least expensive and accomplishes Rollerchopping is least expensive and accomplishes 
more but can cause unacceptable ground disturbance.  more but can cause unacceptable ground disturbance.  
Recommend rubberRecommend rubber-- tired machinerytired machinery
Use caution on initial burn but burn frequently to Use caution on initial burn but burn frequently to 
maintain short shrub vegetation & open landscape maintain short shrub vegetation & open landscape 
Mechanical treatments should be integrated with exotic Mechanical treatments should be integrated with exotic 
control and burning programscontrol and burning programs
Spend adequate time with contractor at start up to Spend adequate time with contractor at start up to 
convey desired resultsconvey desired results
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